
YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES

➤Looking at the product quality from the customer's perspective to ensure 

their satisfaction

➤Evaluating the product quality

➤Selection and application of suitable test methods and test tools, test 

systems/environments and their coordination are your daily business

➤Continuously expanding the existing test concept, test strategy and test 

cases

➤Implementing the test evaluation and documentation

➤Handle hardware/test setups & and update software on various parts/ECUs

➤Working with logs and traces, raising tickets, and performing problem 

management

➤Grasping /adapting rollout plan for multiple countries/maturity of 

software/Pus

➤Traveling internationally during testing phases (rollout new countries)

OUR REQUIREMENTS

➤Completed degree (diploma/master) in an engineering field or equivalent 

education with experience

➤First experience as a tester / functional owner in the automotive area

➤Knowledge of test setups on an electrical and mechanical level

➤Familiar with the use of different test methods (system test, integration test, 

user acceptance test)

➤Technical understanding to independently convert abstract product 

requirements into concrete test requirements, including complex plan & 

systems and work independently

➤Strong hands-on mentality

➤Enthusiasm for working in an agile team

➤English: proficient; German is a plus

PIXIDA GmbH

www.pixida.jobs

OUR BENEFITS

➤Competitive compensation, 

extraordinary pension plan, 

profit sharing, and various 

benefits in the areas of 

sport/health, work/life, 

mobility, and fun

➤Highly innovative, agile, and 

unique team with a great 

working culture

➤Some of the most prestigious 

customers in high-tech

➤Freedom to try out and use 

new technologies

➤An extraordinarily good work 

environment with many 

nations who grow and work 

hand in hand to meet those 

challenges

➤Transparency and room for 

new initiatives and ideas

➤Room for independence, 

personal growth, and 

creativity

➤Professional development 

concept including constant 

individual training

➤Individual guidance and 

mentoring from your start

➤Team events on a regular 

basis

MUNICH

Connected Drive Rollout Tester

At Pixida, we are passionate technology consultants and developers for 

digitalization and mobility solutions. As we continue to grow, we are looking 

for a highly motivated Connected Drive Rollout Tester for the international 

market who can shine and thrive in a fast-paced and dynamic work 

environment of digital transformation processes. 

APPLY NOW!   karriere@pixida.de

Pixida is proud to be an Equal Opportunity Employer! We are committed to a work environment that supports, inspires, 

and respects all individuals and in which all aspects of employment are applied without discrimination. Therefore, we 

encourage all individuals to apply!


